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Shopping trolley shelter – point of service – day and night

04.01 Sigma

SIGMA
Shopping trolley shelter

!e Sigma trolley shelter can be opened and closed 
electrically or mechanically. With the convenient electric 
version, the roller shutter can be operated using a key 
switch.

Ease of use

During the day, your customers have access to dry, 
neat and tidy shopping trolleys. At night, your shopping 
trolleys have all-round protection against theft and the 
elements in the Sigma shelter with roller shutter and 
acrylic glazing.

Higher level of protection
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› Protects your shopping trolleys against theft and the elements
› Ease of use thanks to mechanical or electrical drive on the roller shutter
› Simple, timeless design – suits any environment
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04.01 Sigma Utility model pend.

!e aluminium profiles of the Sigma shelter are also 
available in attractive standard colours or in a bespoke 
colour of your choice to suit your store’s CI. 

Design freedom

With its clear design, the new Sigma trolley shelter 
communicates the store’s brand and cleanliness values 
even from the car park. Versatile and open to a wide 
array of customer needs. !e trolley shelter is also 
available with optional, vandal-proof aluminium cladding.

Simple, clean lines

Different trolleys 
Storage for different shopping 
trolleys at stores with a wide 
range of trolleys or bespoke 
services, e.g. second trolleys. 

 !e Sigma trolley shelter for car parks at busy stores blends in well with any 
environment. Its versatility opens up new opportunities for a variety of customer 
needs. A roller shutter turns your trolley shelter into a garage for your trolleys, 
keeping them clean and in better condition for longer. Lighting for Sigma trolley 
shelters catch the eye at night and help customers to find their way around stores 
with long opening hours. After closing time, the all-round glass enclosure and the 
lockable roller shutter securely protect your shopping trolley assets against theft.
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Or welcome protection 
from the elements for 
staff on a cigarette 
break.


